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Abstract
Governments, companies, universities and research institutes are pushing the research
and development of cyber-physical systems (CPS). However, the development of cyberphysical systems is constrained by security factors. According to this situation, this paper
put forward a CPS security model, which contains security objectives, basic theories,
simulation, and CPS framework, summarizes security attacks to cyber-physical systems as
a theoretical reference for the study of cyber–physical systems and to provide useful
security defense. Based on the cyber-physical systems framework, the paper classifies
attacks for the execution layer, transport layer and control layer. The execution layer
attacks include security attacks for nodes such as sensors and actuators. Transport layer
attacks include data leakage or damage and security issues during massive data
integration. Control layer attacks include the loss of user privacy, incorrect access
control policies and inadequate security standards. This paper gives security defenses
and recommendations for all types of security attacks. Finally, this paper introduces
categorizations of CPS application fields and explores their relationships.
Keywords: Cyber-physical systems (CPS), architecture, security theories, attack
analysis, defense analysis, application fields

1. Introduction
In recent years, the development of computer technology and network technology
brought a great convenience to people’s lives. With the continuous improvement of
computer data handling capacity and the rapid development of data communications
capability, people for a variety of computing systems and engineering equipment
demand has not only limited expansion capabilities, but more focused on the
integration between information systems and physical devices, rational allocation of
system resources, system performance optimization, etc. In these conditions, cyber physical systems came into being, which attract a great attention of governments,
companies, universities and research institutes.
Cyber-physical systems are integrations of computation with physical processes.
Embedded computers and networks monitor and control the physical processes,
usually with feedback loops where physical processes affect computation and vice
versa [1]. Cyber-physical systems performance optimization is taken into main
consideration on function, which is the collection of computation, communication,
control (3C) in the integration of smart technology. Through the combination of 3C
technology, real-time perception, dynamic control and information services are
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realized in large engineering systems. At the same time, the systems also have many
characters, such as real-time, safe, reliable, high-performance and etc. Cyberphysical systems not only have become an important direction in academic research
at home and abroad, but also is an advance field in industry.
However, some security factors constrain the development of cyber -physical
systems. If the security factors are not taken into consideration, cyber -physical
systems cannot operate healthily and stably. First of all, this paper presents a
systematic CPS security model, which includes security theories, CPS architecture,
attacks and defenses analysis, application fields. Secondly, security objectives an d
basic theories are introduced in the view of security theory. Thirdly, based on the
three layers of CPS architecture, attacks which three layers are facing are
summarized in detail. Meanwhile, defenses against attacks are also concluded.
Finally, this paper presents a literature map of application fields, in which
application fields are clearly classified.

2. CPS Security Architecture
In recent years, academic researches about cyber-physical systems have paid
much attention to some security issues, such as safety, security, reliability,
resilience, dependability, etc. So do the other theoretical knowledge. They also put
forward their own CPS architectures. Few of them combined security theories with
the attacks which cyber-physical systems are facing, and provide recommendations
and defenses. The CPS security architecture we put forward successfully addresses
these issues. At the same time, a literature map of application fields is presented,
and in which they are systematically classified.
This paper describes our CPS security architecture from three aspects (Figure 1).
One of them is CPS security theories, which contains security objectives and basic
theories. Security objectives provide a sort of goals which CPS should achieve.
Without security objectives, such as safety, security, reliability and resilience, we
could not know in which conditions CPS cannot operate healthily and stably. Basic
theories usually contain information theory, control theory and game theory, which
provide theoretical support for CPS research.
The other one is the analysis of attacks and defenses from the three layers of CPS
architecture. We propose a three-layer CPS architecture, which consists of execution
layer, transport layer and control layer. Based on the CPS architecture , the paper
analyzes attacks and defenses in the view of the three layers.
Another is simulation and application. From different technical means in CPS, we
divide simulation into three categories, physical simulation, mathematical
simulation and hardware-in-the-loop simulation. Then we summarize and arrange
the existing literatures in the application fields of CPS, such as smart grid, medical
device, automobile and aircraft, and present a literature map.
We will discuss the several aspects detailedly in the following content.
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Figure 1. CPS Security Architecture

3. CPS Security Theories
In this section, combining the security requirement of the cyber -physical system
and the important literature which research the security of CPS in the academe, we
summarize the security objectives the CPS should achieve. Besides, we present
three basic theories which are widely used in cyber-physical systems. Figure 2
shows the literature map of the CPS security theories using in this paper.
3.1 Security Objectives
3.1.1 Safety: In industrial applications, with a control system in charge of the
technological process, typically safety was considered a critical property. Computer
systems were designed such that the behavior of computer software or hardware
would not endanger the environment in a sense that equipment’s failure would cause
death, loss of limbs or large financial losses [2].
In the ISO 60601 standard for safety of medical electrical equipment, we can find
the most generic definition of safety for cyber-physical systems. In this standard,
safety is defined as the avoidance of hazards due to the operation of a medical
device under normal or single fault condition [3]. This definition can also be applied
to cyber-physical systems in general non-medical domains by broadening the scope
of hazards considered.
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Safety is a property of any system by virtue of which it can be guaranteed that
there will be no harm to the infrastructure and to the physical environment during
normal or faulty operation of the system [4].
Security
objectivess

Basic
theories
Confidentiality

Safety
→Kornecki A J et al
[KSZ 2013]
→Safety Standard, ISO
60601. [ISO 60601]
→Banerjee A [Banerjee
2012]

→J. Han et al [HJLP
2007]
→Venkatasubramanian
KK
[Venkatasubramanian
2009]
→Nam Pham et al [PAN
2010]

Information theory
→Claude E. Shannon

Control theory
Security

Integrity

→A. Cardenas et al
[CAS 208]
→Lee E A [Lee 2006]
→Venkatasubramanian
K et al [VNG 2011]

→Jason Madden et al
[MMS 2010]
→Venkatasubramanian
KK
[Venkatasubramanian
2009]

Reliability

→Lee E A [Lee 2008]
→Cyber-physical
systems executive
summary[CPS Steering
Group 2008]

Resilience
→E. Hollnagel et al
[HWL 2006]
→MerriamWebster.com [MerriamWebster 2013]
→Smith P et al [SHS
2011]
→Cholda P [CMH 2007]

→Bubnicki Z[Bubnicki
2005]
→Takatsu H et al [TI
1999]
→Fujita G et al [FYN
1997]
→Askerdal O et al
[AGH 2002]
→Chunlei W [Chunlei
2013]

Availability
→Daniel Work et al
[WBJ 2008]
→Wan K et al [WA
2011]
→Venkatasubramanian
KK
[Venkatasubramanian
2009]
→Cardenas A A et al
[CAS 2008]

Game theory

→Myerson R B
[Myerson 1991]
→Manshaei M H et al
[MZ 2013]
→Alpcan T[AB 2010]

Figure 2. Literature Map of CPS Security Theories
3.1.2 Security: In cyber-physical systems, security can be categorized into two
classes: information security which is mainly focused on encryption and data
security, and secure control theory which studies how cyber attacks affect the
control systems’ physical dynamics [5].
Lee considered security as the ability to deliver service under given conditions
for a given time without unauthorized disclosure or alteration of sensitive
information [6].
Security is defined as the ability to ensure that both data and the operational
capabilities of the system can only be accessed when authorized in cyber -physical
systems,. For cyber-physical systems, security is a relatively new area. As with any
new field most of the effort seems to be focused on efficiently mapping solutions
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from existing domains [7]. The need for security in cyber-physical systems is
manifold. Some of main factors are as follows.
 Confidentiality—Confidentiality refers to the capability to prevent the
disclosure of information to unauthorized individuals or systems [8]. In [9],
confidentiality is also defined as the ability to hide data.
[10] considered that confidentiality is necessary (but not sufficient) for
maintaining the users’ privacy in Cyber Physical Systems.
Realizing Confidentiality in CPS must prevent an adversary from inferring the
state of the physical system by eavesdropping on the communication channels
between the sensors and the controller, as well as between the controller and the
actuator.
 Integrity—Integrity refers to data or resources cannot be modified without
authorization. Integrity is violated when an adversary accidentally or with malicious
intent modifies or deletes important data; and then the receivers receive false data
and believe it to be true. Integrity in CPS could be the capability to achieve the
physical goals by preventing, detecting, or blocking deception attacks on the
information sent and received by the sensors and the actuators or controllers [ 11].
Ensuring data integrity requires the ability to detect any changes introduced
(maliciously or otherwise) in the message being communicated. This is usually done
using a message digest – a one way (hash) function which takes as input the data
whose integrity is being protected and produces a fix length random value called a
digest. As the function is one-way in nature, given the digest it is computationally
infeasible to re-create the input, further even a on-bit change in the input produces a
drastically different output [9].
 Availability—For any system to serve its purpose, the service must be
available when it is needed. It means that the cyber systems used to store and
process the information, the physical controls used to perform physical process, and
the communication channels used to access it must be functioning correctly. High
availability [12] of CPS aims to always provide service by preventing computing,
controls, communication corruptions due to hardware failures, system upgrades,
power outages or denial-of-service attacks.
Ensuring that any entity which uses the data and services and resources of the
system able to do when required. Critical processes, physical devices and their
services must be available with least interruption [9]. In case of denial of service,
some entity must be responsible to explain why it happened and ensure it does not
happen again [13].
A lack of confidentiality results in disclosure, when an unauthorized entity gains
access to data. A lack of integrity leads to deception – when an authorized party
receives false data and believes it is true. While a lack of availability results in
denial of service (DoS) when an authorized entity cannot receive commands or data.
Deception, disclosure and DoS are three basic types of cyber-attacks on CPS [5].
3.1.3 Reliability: Reliability has been recognized as a critical requirement for
cyber-physical systems. In Lee’s paper “Cyber Physical Systems: Design
Challenges”, he pointed out that the expectation of reliability in cyber -physical
systems will only increase, and cyber-physical systems will not be deployed into
some mission critical applications as traffic control, automotive safety, and health
care without improved reliability and predictability [14]. CPS steering group stated
in its executive summary that architectures and tools are needed in order to build
reliable and resilient cyber-physical systems [15]. The report also described
software reliability affects the overall system reliability because replicated software
can cause systematic failures that are not common in purely physical systems and
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todays computer systems do not allow us to distribute computer -based control in
ways that preserve reliability.
3.1.4 Resilience: In control systems, resilience is an important property, since the
system must remain stable in presence of unexpected conditions and threats,
including the prevention or mitigation of unsafe, hazardous or compromising
conditions that threaten its operation [22]. By definition, resilience is an ability to
recover from or easily adjust to misfortune or change [23], which is viewed today,
more than ever before, as a major requirement and design objective.
[24] presents fundamental elements of resilience such as metrics, policies, and
information sensing mechanisms, which drives the design of a distribute multilevel
architecture that lets the network defend itself against, detect, and dynamically
respond to challenges.
[CMH 2007] presents a comprehensive survey of research efforts related to
resilience differentiation in the Internet and telecommunications networks. The
article also presents a general framework classification which is used as the basis
for the subsequent review of the relevant literature.
3.2 Basic Theories
3.2.1 Information Theory: Information theory is a branch of applied mathematics,
electrical engineering, and computer science involving the quantification of
information. Information theory was developed by Claude E. Shannon to find
fundamental limits on signal processing operations such as compressing dat a and on
reliably storing and communicating data.
3.2.2 Control Theory: Control theory is an interdisciplinary branch of engineering
and mathematics that deals with the behavior of dynamical systems. With the
deepening of the research, modern control theory has a little different from classical
control theory. [16] defined modern control theory as a discipline dealing with
formal foundations of the analysis and design of computer control and management
systems.
Control theory can be widely applied in industrial control system. [17] reported
the situation and directions of control theory which had been practically applied to
Japanese industries. [18] applied H ∞ control theory to the power system
stabilization control. Adopted from control theory, [19] developed a composite
methodology for analyzing the effect of data errors on control systems
dependability. [20] propose a unified modeling framework for cyber-physical
systems, monitors, and attacks, in which monitors leverage on tools from control
theory and distributed computing, and attack design method relies upon the control theoretic notion of controlled invariant subspace. [21] proposed a network security
validation model based on adaptive control theory to validate network security in
dynamic network environment.
3.2.3 Game Theory: Game theory is a study of strategic decision making. In [26], it
is defined as the study of mathematical models of conflict and cooperation between
intelligent rational decision-makers. It is widely used in economics, political
science, and psychology, as well as logic, computer science, and biology.
Game theory can also be applied to the security of cyber -physical systems.
Recently, it has been used as a quantitative method for analyzing security policies
and designing defense mechanisms. [27] summarized equilibrium analysis and
security mechanism designs by using game-theoretic approaches. [28] applied game
theory to understanding diverse network security problems. [29] develops new
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game-theoretic frameworks for addressing security and resilience problems residing
at multiple layers of the cyber-physical systems including robust and resilient
control, secure network routing and management of information security and smart
grid energy systems.

4. CPS Architecture
In the early stage, CPS architecture had a two-layer structure inherently, the
physical part and the cyber part. The physical part senses physical environment,
collects data, performs commands from the cyber part. The cyber part analyzes and
processes the data from the physical part and rise commands.
In some literatures [30, 31, 32], a few of new CPS architectures were put forward,
some of which were not hierarchical. Although [32] put forward a three-tiers of CPS
architecture, the description of which was also vague.
In this paper, we propose a three-layer CPS architecture, as shown in Figure 3,
which consists of execution layer, transport layer and control layer.
 Execution layer—Besides a target environment, execution layer consists of
various physical devices, such as sensor, actuator, RFID (radio frequency
identification) tags, RFID readers, mobile intelligent terminal and etc., which is in
charge of collecting data from physical environment and performing commands.

Figure 3. CPS Architecture
 Transport layer—The next generation network supports transport layer, the
main technical methods of which contain LAN, Internet, communication network
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and private network. Transport layer not only realizes real-time transmission, but
also has the ability to process and manage amounts of data.
 Control layer—Control layer is the key part of the interaction between the
cyber part and the physical part. Control layer process the data which is collected
from sensors and generate commands which will feedback to actuator in execute
layer through transport layer. As a part of control layer, application support layer
makes use of middle-ware, infotainment platform, cloud computing platform,
service support platform and etc. Combining control layer with various industries,
environmental monitoring, smart grid, smart auto, and industry control come into
being.
Based on the CPS architecture, the paper classifies attacks for the execution
layer, transport layer and control layer, as shown in Figure 4. The execution layer
attacks include security attacks for nodes such as sensors and actuators. Transport
layer attacks include data leakage or damage and security issues during massive data
integration. Control layer attacks include the loss of user privacy, incorrect access
control policies and inadequate security standards.

Figure 4. Layer Attacks and Defenses on CPS
The British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT) maintains an industrial
cyber security incident database, which includes deliberate events such as external
hacks, Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, and virus/worms infiltrations. Zhu B et al
[33] focus on systematically identifying and classifying likely cyber attacks
including cyber-induced cyber-physical attacks on SCADA systems, such as
database attacks, man in the middle attacks, buffer overflow and SQL injection in
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control layer, spoofing, Chain/Loop Attack and flood in transport layer.
Yampolskiy M et al. [34] analyze cyber-attacks, such as information disclosure in
executive layer, spoofing, repudiation in transport layer, denial of service in control
layer. They [35] propose a taxonomy for description of attacks on CPS. Each
taxonomy of attacks, such as buffer overflow attack, information disclosure,
malicious code, eavesdropping and et al, is defined as influenced element, influence,
victim element, impact on victim, attack means and preconditions. Kindy D A et al.
[36] present a detailed review on various types of SQL injection attacks,
vulnerabilities, and prevention techniques. Tran T T et al. [37] focus on replay
attacks and propose a new detection scheme for replay attacks based on a solution
originally developed for a control system.

5. Simulation and Application Fields
5.1 Simulation
From different technical means in CPS, simulation can be divided into three
categories, physical simulation, mathematical simulation and hardware -in-the-loop
simulation. In recent years, among them, hardware-in-the-loop simulation is the
most popular in academe.
5.1.1 Physical Simulation: A physical simulation is defined as simulation in which
physical objects are substituted for the thing in physical environment. These
physical objects are often chosen for the reason that they are smaller or cheaper than
the actual object or system.
However, physical simulation is different from physical testing. While all
physical simulation contains physical testing, the key difference is that the former
attempts to replicate the precise physical parameters actual object on a laboratory
scale in a way that the resultant data can be used to solve real -world problems.
5.1.2 Mathematical Simulation: A mathematical simulation is a simulation, run on
a single computer, or a network of computer, to reproduce behavior of a system via
a mathematical model, which is described by using mathematical concepts and
language.
Mathematical simulations have been widely modeling many natural systems not
only in physics, chemistry and biology, and human systems in economics and social
science but also in engineering to gain insight into the operation of those systems.
Zufia A et al [38] build up a Mathematical model, working on a PC, able to simulate
the controlled cooling of wire rods in an EDC conveyor.
5.1.3 Hardware-in-the-loop Simulation: Ledin J A [39] defines hardware-in-theloop simulation as a technique for performing system-level testing of embedded
systems in a comprehensive, cost-effective, and repeatable manner.
A wide variety of systems apply the HIL simulation test concept from relatively
simple devices to complex systems. Isermann R et al. [40] give an overview of the
various kinds of real-time and HIL simulation, discuss HIL simulation for relatively
slow processes, and show the HIL simulation of combustion engines in detail.
Bouscayrol A [41] suggests three different kinds of HIL simulation: signal level,
power level, and mechanical level. Steurer M et al. [42] apply a 5-MW variable
voltage source amplifier converter in power hardware-in-the-loop experiments with
megawatt-scale motor drives.
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5.2 Application Fields
In application fields of cyber-physical systems, researchers usually focus on the
fields of smart grid, medical device, automobile and aircraft. Based on the exiting
literatures, especially what has been publish in recent year, we summarize and
arrange them, as shown in figure 5. In Figure 5, solid arrows demote an explicit
inheritance, i.e., actual usage of a previously publish idea; dotted lines denote they
have the same authors.
C.-W. Ten et al. 2007[43]

Power Net
Y. Sun et al. 2007[56]

C.-W. Ten et al. 2007[44]

C.-W. Ten et al. 2008[45]

Pudar S et al. 2009[59]

C.-W. Ten et al. 2008[46]

S. Sridhar et al. 2010[51]

León R A et al. 2007[61]

C.-W. Ten et al.2010[47]

S. Sridhar et al.2012[52]

A. Hahn et al. 2010[53]

H. Tang et al. 2008 [57]

Faza.A et al. 2010[58]

Choudhari.A et al. 2013[62]

A. Hahn et al. 2011

Pasqualetti. F et al. 2011[48]

Zhao.Y et al. 2013[63]

A. Hahn et al.2012[54]
Pasqualetti.F et al. 2011[49]
A. Hahn et al. 2013[55]

Banerjee.A et al. 2013[60]

Pasqualetti. F et al. 2012[50]

Aircraft

Medical device
Sampigethaya K et
al.2013[81]

Sampigethaya K et
al.2013[82]

Sampigethaya K et
al.2014[83]

K.Venkatasubramanian et al.2008[68]

Lee I et al. 2012[66]

K.Venkatasubramanian et al.2012[69]

Pajic M et al. 2014[73]

Vasserman E Y et al. 2012[65]

Z Jiang et al. 2012[75]

Pajic M et al.2013[80]

K.Sampigethaya et al.2007[76]

King A L et al. 2013[74]

Banerjee A et al. 2011[70]

Sandeep K. S. Gupta et al. 2008

K.Sampigethaya et al.2011[77]

Kim C et al. 2010[64]

Banerjee A et al. 2012[71]

S. Kandula et al. 2011[78]

Tadayoshi Kohno. 2012

Bagade P et al. 2013[67]

Banerjee A et al. 2013[72]

Patricia Derler et al. 2011[79]

Madden J et al. 2010[11]

Automobile

Figure 5 Literature map of application fields
5.2.1 Power Net: C.-W. Ten et al. [43-47] proposes a vulnerability assessment
methodology to systematically evaluate the vulnerabilities of systems at three
levels: system, scenarios, and access points using attack tress. Pudar S et al. [59]
propose Petri Net Attack Modeling by extending the attack trees with new modeling
contructs and analysis approaches. Pasqualetti. F et al. [48] provide a necessary and
sufficient graph theoretic condition for the existence of vulnerabilities that are
inherent to the power network interconnection structure and [49, 50] proposes a
unified framework and a distribute method to monitor the operating condition of a
power network. S. Sridhar et al. [51] extend cyber security attack concepts to
control systems in an electric power system and [52] introduce a layered approach
to evaluating risk based on the security of both the physical power applications and
the supporting cyber infrastructure. A. Hahn et al. [31, 53-55] introduce current
vulnerability disclosure methods, design and implement a testbed while proposing
cyber attack scenarios which will negatively affect grid operations, and provide an
overview of a smart grid security testbed which required to provide an accurate
cyber-physical environment. Y.Sun et al. [56], H.Tang et al. [57], Faza.A et al. [58]
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study noninterference, security and quantitative reliability in smart grid. Banerjee A
et al [60] propose an error-bound hybrid simulator that simulates energy interactions
in a cyber-physical energy system and evaluate the accuracy of the simulator. León
R A et al. [61] propose a novel conceptual design for an application of wireless
sensor technology for assessing the structural health of transmission lines and their
implementation to improve the observability and reliability of power systems.
Choudhari A et al. [62] present a distributed algorithm to adaptively schedule power
transfers between nodes in a smart power grid in such a way that the stability of
both the computer network and the physical system are maintained. Y Zhao et al.
[63] put forward a solution of the entire set of the sparsest unobservable attacks in
polynomial time.
5.2.2 Medical Device: Kim C et al. [64] introduce the Network-Aware Supervisory
System to integrate medical devices into such a clinical interoperability system that
uses real networks. Vasserman E Y et al. 2012 [65] define a failure model, or the
specific ways in which IMD (Interoperable medical device) environments might fail
when attacked. Lee I et al. [66] and Bagade P et al. [67] discuss the challenges in
developing MCPS (Medical cyber-physical systems). Venkatasubramanian K et al.
[68, 69] provide an overview of the IMD (Interoperable medical device)
environment and the attacks, and present Ayushman system. [ 70, 71, 72] propose
CPS-MAS, a cyber-physical medical system modeling and analysis framework, and
a time and space bound LlSTHA reachability analysis algorithm for safety
verification. Pajic M et al. [73] and King A L [74] both present a verification
approach to establish the safety properties of medical cyber -physical systems. Jiang
Z et al. [75] present a methodology to construct a timed-automata model for
functional and formal testing and verification of the closed-loop system.
5.2.3 Automobile: Base on the characteristics of vehicular ad hoc networks,
Sampigethaya K et al. [76, 77] propose a scheme called AMOEBA, which provides
location privacy by utilizing the group navigation of vehicles. Kandula S et al. [78]
propose modeling abstractions by using AVs (Autonomous Vehicles) and enable
safety analysis without requiring any expertise on formal methods. Derler P et al.
[79] use a portion of aircraft vehicle management systems to illustrate the
challenges of the intrinsic heterogeneity, concurrency, and sensitivity to timing.
Pajic M et al. [80] introduce a design framework for development of highconfidence vehicular control systems that can be used in adversarial environments.
Madden J et al. [11] describe that a vehicle composed of an embedded computer
system, its operator, and its environment show how information is disclosed to an
observer that is watching from the outside to illustrate new security challenges in
CPS. Gupta [84] present a critical modeling framework and depict its applicability
to various of crises management.
5.2.4 Aircraft: Sampigethaya K et al. [81, 82, 83] present CPS challenges and
solutions aircraft, and propose a novel CPS framework to understand the cyber layer
and cyber-physical interactions in aviation.

6. Conclusion
Cyber-physical systems are supposed to play an important role in the design of
future engineering systems. Meanwhile, its security issues attract more and more
attention not only in academe research at home and aboard but also in an advance
field of industry. In this paper, we present a novel CPS security architecture, and
describe it in three aspects in detail. One of the aspects is security theories, which
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contain security objectives and basic theories. Security objectives include safety,
security, reliability and resilience, and basic theories consist of information theory,
control theory and game theory. The other aspect is CPS three-layer architecture
(control layer, transport layer and executive layer) which we propose and the
analysis of attacks and defenses in three layers. Another aspect is simulation and
application fields. Based on different technical means in CPS, we divide simulation
into three categories, physical simulation, mathematical simulation and hardware -inthe-loop simulation. We also present a literature map of application fields, which
contains the exiting literatures, especially what has been publish in recent year. This
is unsatisfactory, and hopefully, by providing a novel CPS security architecture and
a literature map of application field, this paper will contribute in CPS security
researches, and help researchers, operators and others to target their effort
efficiently.
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